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DETAILS OF HEARING AND REPRESENTATION 

(1) Arbitration was held at the offices of BIBC on 26 January 2015. Present was Dakalo Matembeie (the 

employee). Total South Africa (Pty) Limited (the employer) was represented by Rego Tshoagong (ER 

coordinator). The Certificate of Outcome declaring the matter unresolved at conciliation is on file and is 

dated 15 August 2014. These proceedings were digitally recorded and both parties handed in 

documents. 

(2) The employer requested a postponement as they had not held a pre-arbitration meeting with the 

attorney of Matembeie. Scorpion Legal protection Services confirmed only on Friday 23 January 2015 

that Matembeie was no longer a member and would not be legally represented. The postponement was 

denied as Matembeie had been dismissed in June 2014 and the employer had known about the set 

down for 26 January 2015 since 13 November 2014. I reminded the employer that there was no 

automatic right to legal representation and the request for postponement was out of time. In the 

circumstances arbitration continued after waiting over an hour for the witness of the employer to arrive. 

BACKGROUND 

(3) Matembeie started working for the company on 11 December 2012; held the position of shift supervisor 

and earned a salary of R17541.67 per month. Matembeie was dismissed for misconduct on 25 June 

2014.  

 

ISSUES IN DISPUTE 

 

(4) I am required to determine on a balance of probabilities whether the dismissal of Matembeie was fair. 

Matembeie confirmed the issues in dispute were that he did not believe that the offences for which he 

was dismissed were so serious as to warrant dismissal. Matembeie received a written warning for the 

same offence on 27 May 2014; was absent from 28 to 30 May 2014 and on his return was issued a 

notification to attend a disciplinary hearing for dereliction of duty in that the truck safety checks had not 

been done during the period April and May 2014 which was believed to have been double jeopardy. 

Matembeie had advised his manager that he was unable to come to work on 28 May 2014; had advised 

her that he was at the doctor at 13h00 on 29 May 2014 and had sent a text message advising her that he 

was booked off by the doctor albeit late on 29 May 2014. 
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(5) I have considered all the evidence and argument, but because the LRA, requires brief reasons (section 

138(7)), I have only referred to the evidence and argument that I regard as necessary to substantiate my 

findings and the determination of the dispute. 

 

SURVEY OF EVIDENCE 

 

Summary of the Employer’s version 

 

(6) Debra Smith (Cape Town Depot manager) testified it was the job of Matembeie to check that the trucks 

are safe for the road; supervise operations when on a shift; check truck volumes balance with Chevron 

and handle customer queries. Matembeie reported in May 2014 that his safety boots had been stolen and 

without the boots he was unable to check the trucks. The process, if protective clothing is lost, is that it 

should immediately be reported to the manager. It may take up to a week to replace the lost safety 

clothing. At the hearing on 6 June 2014 Matembeie claimed his safety boots had been stolen whilst he 

was away on sick leave during March 2014. As the line manager of Matembeie the stolen boots were not 

reported to Smith until May 2014. On 27 May 2014 Matembeie was issued with a written warning for not 

conducting certain checks with regard to the safety of the load on the trucks. The offence on the warning 

dated 27 May 2014 is “dereliction of duties: not completed all tasks while on shift; check open orders; 

process oil mov’s; capture trips on ssam, request po numbers from supply for kept petroleum and all 

shipping invoices. Insubordination: not carry out reasonable instruction – no safety truck checks; no leave 

application on Elevate.” On the notification dated 30 May 2014 the charges were: “(i) Gross dereliction of 

duties in that during April and May you failed to do truck checks as per the HSEQ and AMO standard. (ii) 

Serious unauthorised absence and/or failure to notify supervisor timeously of your absence and/or 

notifying your supervisor late of your absence in that on/about 28 May 2014 you only notified your 

supervisor at 15h30 of your absence and on 29 May 2014 you failed to notify your supervisor of your 

absence.”  Initially Smith confirmed that the charges relating to dereliction of duty were the same on the 

warning issued on 27 May 2014 and the notification dated 30 May 2014 but when prompted agreed that 

they were not the same charges. 

 

(7) Smith felt that Matembeie did not take his job seriously and is frequently absent. In March 2014 

Matembeie had stayed away over a weekend and HR had unsuccessfully tried to get hold of him which 

meant that Matembeie stayed away for the weekend. The first written warning is dated 4 March 2014 

after Matembeie was absent for one day. Matembeie is generally uncooperative and does not follow 

instructions like loading his leave onto Elevate. Smith cannot work with Matembeie any more as he has a 
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reputation at the depot of being absent and this causes extra work for the others. Smith believed it was 

reasonable to advise her by 11h00 in the event that Matembeie was unable to report for his shift at 

16h00. Thirty minutes notice is too short to allow Smith to call in a replacement. The depot is a twenty 

four hour operation and it is difficult to find replacement labour when notified late that someone cannot 

come to work. Smith believed that in terms of the BCEA (Basic Conditions of Employment Act) you are 

required to notify your manager if unable to come to work at least one hour before the shift starts. Smith 

confirmed that Matembeie received a final written warning on 13 December 2013 for unauthorised 

absence from work without any notification and the final warning is valid for a period of twelve months.  

 

(8) Under cross-examination it was put to Smith that Matembeie was unaware of the length of time of the 

validity of any warning as he was not able to access the intranet and nothing was stated on the warnings 

in this regard. Smith advised that she told Matembeie to check the policies and procedures on the 

intranet and Matembeie explained that he told Smith he was unable to access the intranet. Smith did not 

recall this discussion. Smith denied that Matembeie told her in April 2014 that his safety boots had been 

stolen. Matembeie reminded Smith that he had shown her boots which he had bought himself on 25 April 

2014 when she said that they were not permissible as they never had a steel cap. It was put to Smith that 

when Matembeie returned from a period of three weeks sick leave in March; he had reported to Smith 

that his boots were missing and Smith had said there was nothing she could do in this regard. Matembeie 

reminded Smith that he resumed work on 4 April 2014, at a time when Jacqui Cupido was on sick leave 

and Matembeie had to wait for her return to check if she had put his boots somewhere else. Smith did not 

recall any of the things being claimed by Matembeie. Smith explained that if Matembeie had lost his 

boots it was his responsibility as boots were only issued annually. On 27 May 2014 Smith issued 

Matembeie new boots and thereafter the truck safety checks had been done twice weekly as required. 

Matembeie referred to the written mitigating factors he had submitted at his hearing in which it is 

confirmed that Matembeie claimed he lost his boots; bought his own pair after the next pay day as Smith 

was unable to assist him in this respect. Smith was unsure whether disciplinary action would be taken 

when someone lost their protective wear. Smith confirmed that Matembeie was issued with a written 

warning as he failed to carry out the truck checks. In an email dated 27 May 2014 Smith confirms that 

she has issued new boots to Matembeie. Matembeie explained that he had been unable to carry out the 

truck checks during April and May 2014 as it is prohibited to do such checks without wearing safety 

boots. When Matembeie failed to submit the checks in the first week of April 2014 Smith had sent him an 

email reminding him that the checks were outstanding. On receipt of this email dated 22 April 2014 

Matembeie reminded Smith that he had immediately gone to her office to explain that as he had no safety 
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boots he was unable to carry out the truck checks twice weekly. The written warning dated 27 May 2014 

is for not carrying out the truck checks, amongst other charges.  

 

(9) Matembeie, when he was unable to come in for the shift on 28 May 2014, had called Smith at 15h30 to 

confirm he would not be at work. The shift started at 16h00 and on 29 May Matembeie sent a text 

message to Smith to advise he was at the doctor at 13h00. Although late at night Matembeie sent a 

further text message to advise Smith he had been booked off by the doctor until 31 May 2014. Smith, 

when asked could not explain the rule that one had to notify management “timeously” and confirmed that 

no exact time was stipulated. Smith recalled that Matembeie had left the shift early on 27 May 2014 as he 

was not feeling well. Smith confirmed that all absences result in a warning depending on the 

circumstances in each case and the individual circumstances will determine what warning is issued. 

Matembeie was issued with a written warning on 27 May 2014 for not completing his shift tasks; refusing 

to carry out the truck checks and not entering his leave onto the system. On 28 May 2014 Matembeie 

had advised Smith at 15h30 that he was unable to come for the shift starting at 16h00. On 29 May 2014 

Smith was sent a text message that Matembeie was at the doctor at 13h00. A further text message was 

received late at night to confirm that Matembeie had been booked off work by the doctor. It was put to 

Smith that therefore Matembeie had advised her when he was unable to come to work. Matembeie 

pointed out that he received a final written warning on 13 December 2013 when he failed to advise 

management he was not going to be at work; yet now he did advise management and he was dismissed. 

 

(10) It was put to Smith that their relationship was not bad and Smith disagreed in that Matembeie once was 

found with alcohol on his breath – which placed the rest of the team under pressure. Smith confirmed that 

Matembeie was given a written warning on 3 February 2014 for this offence and an offer was made to 

place him on the Employee Assistance Programme. Matembeie pointed out that he was below the 

Chevron level and had thus continued to work that night despite Total having a zero tolerance in this 

regard. Smith explained that they had waited thirty minutes and on the second test had decided to allow 

Matembeie to continue to work. Matembeie confirmed he had lost his boots and was therefore unable to 

carry out the truck checks. Smith pointed out that such checks had to be carried out twice per week. 

Matembeie pointed out that Smith sent him an email dated 22 April 2014 as she had not received any 

checks from him. It was put to Smith that Matembeie told her in April that he had lost his boots and she 

had said that there was nothing she could do in that regard. Matembeie confirmed that no truck checks 

had been done since 4 April 2014 as he had no boots and the first communication from Smith in this 

regard was sent on 22 April 2014. Smith confirmed that no warnings (verbal or written) were given to him 

for not doing the truck checks during April 2014. Smith said that she was unaware that his boots had 
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been lost and Matembeie disagreed and claimed that Smith had not followed the correct procedure. 

Smith confirmed that on 27 May 2014 Matembeie was given a warning for not doing the safety checks 

and three days later Matembeie was charged with the same offence. Matembeie pointed out that you 

cannot be charged for the same offence twice. 

 

(11) Under re-examination Smith explained that the unauthorised absence was regarded as serious as on 28 

May 2014 Matembeie only notified her that he was unable to come to work after 16h00. On 29 May 2014 

Matembeie had said he was at the doctor at 13h00. In answer to a question from me Smith confirmed 

that Matembeie had been absent on two to three occasions during the year. 

 

(12) Written closing argument was received from the employer, the contents of which have been noted. 

 

Summary of the Employee’s version  

 

(13) Dakalo Matembeie testified that he feels that he has been unfairly treated as neither of the offences for 

which he was charged are dismissible offences. Smith was aware that Matembeie had lost his safety 

boots and was therefore unable to carry out the truck safety checks. Matembeie had gone to the 

lengths of purchasing his own boots; was issued with a warning on 27 May 2014 and three days later 

he was charged again for the same offence. In respect of the first charge Matembeie told Smith he was 

unable to carry out the truck safety checks as his safety boots had been stolen. Referring to the second 

charge Matembeie told Smith he was not well; got permission to leave early; advised Smith at 15h30 

that he would not be able to come to work; told Smith he was at the doctor at 13h00 and was then 

booked off work with a medical certificate. There are no previous warnings for the charges for which 

Matembeie was dismissed. Matembeie was confident that the relationships were able to be rebuilt. I 

was asked to retrospectively re-instate Matembeie. 

 

(14) Under cross-examination Matembeie confirmed that the disciplinary hearing was held on 11 June 2014. 

During April and May 2014 Matembeie was unable to do the truck checks due to having no safety 

boots. Matembeie believed that the warning issued on 27 May 2014 was for the same offence which 

ultimately led to his dismissal. Only the second charge was different. It was put to Matembeie that he 

has a final written warning dated 13 December 2013 for absence from work. Matembeie pointed out 

that that warning was issued when he failed to notify management but this time he had notified Smith, 

so believed it was not the same offence. Matembeie confirmed he notified Smith on 28 May 2014 at 

15h00 that he was unable to come to work and on 29 May 2014 had notified Smith at 23h00 due to the 
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injection and medication received when he was at the doctor at 13h00. On his return from the doctor 

Matembeie was very drowsy and had slept. As soon as he woke up he sent Smith a further text 

message at 23h00 and could not have done this any earlier. Matembeie left the doctor at about 15h00 

and had to be driven home by family. The family did not send a text message as after the injection 

Matembeie had slept. It was put to Matembeie that in his eighteen months service he has a bad 

disciplinary record. Matembeie explained he could not help it if he got sick and reiterated that he had 

only been absent on three occasions. The policy of the company was explained to Matembeie although 

he had no idea about the period of validity for any of the warnings. Matembeie believed he was not 

given any clarity as to whom he should speak with and had therefore only spoken to Smith. Matembeie 

insisted that Smith was aware he had no safety boots since 4 April 2014 and therefore was unable to 

do the truck checks. On receipt of the email dated 22 April 2014 from Smith regarding the truck checks, 

Matembeie had immediately gone to speak to Smith. 

 

(15) Matembeie submitted a written closing argument, the contents of which have been noted 

 

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE 

 

(16) I am required to determine on a balance of probabilities whether the dismissal of Matembeie was fair. 

Matembeie confirmed the issues in dispute were that he did not believe that the offences for which he 

was dismissed were so serious as to warrant dismissal. Matembeie received a written warning for the 

same offence on 27 May 2014; was absent from 28 to 30 May 2014 and on his return was issued a 

further notification to attend a disciplinary hearing for dereliction of duty in that the truck safety checks 

had not been done during the period April and May 2014 which was believed to have been double 

jeopardy. Matembeie had advised his manager that he was unable to come to work on 28 May 2014; had 

advised her that he was at the doctor at 13h00 on 29 May 2014 and had sent a text message advising 

her that he was booked off by the doctor albeit late on 29 May 2014. 

 

(17) It is common cause that safety checks on trucks cannot be done without wearing the steel capped safety 

boots. It was not disputed that Matembeie was off sick during March 2014 and that he usually kept his 

boots under the desk of Cloete. When Matembeie resumed work on 4 April 2014 he could not find his 

boots and Smith agreed that at that time Cloete was off sick. Matembeie confirmed that he had not done 

any safety checks since resuming work on 4 April 2014 due to not having the requisite boots. Smith 

became aware in April 2014 that these checks were not being done as evidenced by her email dated 22 

April 2014 to Matembeie which clearly states that “Can you please forward me the STL for the month of 
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April MTD.”  No evidence was put before me that Smith did any follow-up on the lack of these safety 

checks having been done and that leads me to accept, as claimed by Matembeie, that on receipt of this 

email he immediately went to speak with Smith about the reason for the checks not being done. On 27 

May 2014 Matembeie was issued with a written warning which includes a charge relating to “refusal to do 

truck safety checks”. No evidence was put before me that Matembeie refused to carry out the truck safety 

checks only that he was unable to do so without proper safety boots. Smith confirmed that the written 

warning including the offence of not doing the truck safety checks. On 27 May 2014 Smith felt it 

appropriate to issue Matembeie with a written warning for this offence including the other charges listed. 

The charges on this warning are not clear in that it does not state the date on which the offences 

occurred and the employer seemed to believe this all happened on 27 May 2014, at a time when it would 

be reasonable to believe that Smith was still waiting for the April 2014 checks and had not yet received 

any for May 2014. With the focus of Smith being on truck safety checks surely she would have recalled 

that none had been forthcoming in April 2014 and yet she proceeded to issue Matembeie with a written 

warning in this regard along with the other charges listed. This was the first warning Matembeie had 

received for not doing the truck safety checks and if following progressive discipline then it follows that 

the next warning for a repeat of the same offence would probably have been a final written warning. 

Matembeie was issued with new safety boots on 27 May 2014 and thereafter correctly carried out the 

truck safety checks. Matembeie was not at work for the period 28 to 30 May 2014 so had no opportunity 

to carry out any truck safety checks during that period and did so only once he resumed work on 31 May 

2014. However on his return Matembeie received a notification to attend a disciplinary hearing with one 

of the charges being that no truck safety checks were done during the months of April and May 2014. On 

the charge of failing to carry out the truck safety checks during April and May 2014 I find on a balance of 

probabilities that the dismissal is substantively unfair in that Smith was aware since 22 April 2014 that no 

such checks were being done and with this knowledge felt it appropriate to issue a written warning for the 

offence on 27 May 2014. 

 

(18) On the second charge of “serious unauthorised absence and/or failure to notify supervisor timeously of 

your absence and/or notifying your supervisor late of your absence in that on/about 28 May 2014 you 

only notified your supervisor at 15h30 of your absence and on 29 you failed to notify your supervisor of 

your absence.” The evidence before me is that this period of absence by Matembeie was not 

unauthorised as he had a valid medical certificate which was handed in on his return to work. It was 

further not disputed that Matembeie has been absent on two to three occasions. It is common cause that 

Matembeie got permission to leave work early on 27 May 2014 as he was not feeling well. The text 

message that Matembeie was unable to be at work on 28 May 2014 was received by Smith at 15h30 
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which Smith found to be unacceptable in that at such short notice she was unable to find replacement 

labour for the twenty four hour operation. Smith struggled to state what time an employee should report 

his unavailability to come to work; claimed that the BCEA states at least one hour (which is not contained 

in the Act); the policy specified “timeously” and she believed that Matembeie should have advised her at 

the latest by 11h00 of his unavailability (five hours before the shift starts). It is incumbent on the company 

to make rules which are clearly spelt out and “timeously” does not specify how long in advance of a shift 

such notification should take place. Matembeie notified Smith of his unavailability on the shift which 

commenced at 16h00 by 15h30 on 28 May 2014. In the absence of any specified time in the policy - 

Smith was notified. On 29 May 2014 Matembeie notified Smith that he was at the doctor at 13h00. The 

treatment at the doctor finished at about 15h00 after which, due the injection, Matembeie was driven 

home by family due to his drowsiness. Matembeie, in my view, should have asked someone to notify the 

company that he was booked off work until 31 May 2014. However Matembeie sent a text message to 

Smith on 29 May 2014, albeit at 23h00, when he woke up confirming he was booked off work until 31 

May 2014. The final written warning dated 13 December 2013 was for “absent from work without any 

notification”.  If progressive discipline was being followed then this charge may have been a dismissible 

offence. However taking into account that Smith allowed Matembeie to leave work early on 27 May 2014; 

was advised he was at the doctor at 13h00 on 29 May 2013 – later confirming he had been booked off 

until 31 May 2014, this mitigates his failure to notify his manager regarding his absence on 29 May 2014. 

In the circumstances I find on a balance of probabilities that the dismissal for this charge is substantively 

unfair as the company failed to specify a time by which such unavailability to work should be 

communicated and there is sufficient evidence to mitigate the offence relating only to 29 May 2014 for 

which offence Matembeie is guilty.  

 

(19) Looking at the reason for the dismissal of Matembeie in totality I find on a balance of probabilities that the 

dismissal is unfair on substantive grounds for the reasons as stated above in each charge. The 

procedure followed by the employer aligns with the provisions of Schedule 8 – Code of Good Practice: 

Dismissals of the LRA and the dismissal is fair on procedural grounds. 

 

(20) Matembeie seeks retrospective re-instatement and I find no reason not to order such in the light of the 

finding of substantive unfairness. Smith claimed that she could not work with Matembeie again as he has 

a reputation of unreliability due to his absences which in fact were limited to two to three occasions. 

There are no obstacles to both parties repairing the relationship. Matembeie is retrospectively reinstated 

with effect from 25 June 2014. Back pay amounting to R125 587.01 (calculated at R17 541.67 per month 

+ 4.33 = R4051.19 per week x 31 weeks (to date of arbitration) = R125 587.01) is to be paid to 
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Matembeie by no later than 28 February 2015. Matembeie is ordered to report for work at his usual time 

on 8 February 2015. 

 

AWARD 

 

(21) The dismissal of Mr. A. Matembeie is found to be unfair on substantive grounds and fair on procedural 

grounds. Total South Africa (Pty) Limited is ordered to retrospectively re-instate Mr. Matembeie with 

effect from 25 June 2014. Back pay amounting to R125 587.01 (one hundred and twenty five thousand, 

five hundred and eighty seven rand and one cent) is to be paid to Matembeie by no later than 28 

February 2015. Matembeie is ordered to report for work at his usual time on 8 February 2015. 

 

Signed and dated at Cape Town on 31 January 2015. 
 

 
Gail McEwan 
PANELLIST 
 


